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The Practical Process Improvement (PPI) 
programme is a business system that will drive 
improvement at all levels in any organisation. And 
it works. Thousands and thousands of projects 
have been run, delivering impressive results. It is 
now taught in more than 20 countries worldwide 
and has been translated into 14 languages. 
The simple tools, structure and emphasis on 
effective teamwork mark PPI as different from 
other programmes; PPI embeds relatively easily 
compared to the likes of Lean Manufacturing 
and Six Sigma. In fact it is possible to have a fully 
functional programme up and running, removing 
any external support, within a matter of weeks.

The aim of PPI is to increase profit. This may be 
called surplus to reinvest in the education sector, 
or positive variance to budget in government 
circles but the thinking is just the same. It is 
about making the most effective and efficient use 
of resources to benefit the customer, patient or 
student.

This aim is supported by two complementary 
elements; firstly, project teams solve important 
problems for the organisation using the 8-Step 
Method©. As a result of running many successful 
project, this builds the second element, a culture 
of continuous improvement focussed on the 
customer.

The teams receive 3 days of training in the PPI 
methodology with each training day covered by 
a chapter in this training manual. The training 
is conducted using presentation slides and a 
facsimile of the slide is printed on the top of the 
right hand page of the book. Therefore, students 
can either follow the material in the book or on 
the projector screen.

The slides consist mainly of diagrams that will be 
described, explained and discussed by the person 
teaching and coaching (called a Process Manager 
in PPI). The key messages from each slide are 
captured in a few bullet points underneath and 
there is also space for the students to make notes.

This layout is used for two reasons; firstly, in 
recognition of how adults learn. Retention of 
information is enhanced when the students 
are made to think about what they are seeing, 
hearing and doing (in the form of the many 
exercises). If what is on the screen is different 
from what is being said, but complementary, 
they will understand and remember more. If 
they take notes, draw diagrams or discuss the 
key points, they will understand and remember 
more. Secondly, PPI will be taught and coached 
by people within the organisation, people with 
real jobs, not professional trainers. Therefore, the 
material is set out in this simple format to help 
them as much as possible.

Finally, the left hand page is more like a 
traditional book, with a more in depth discussion 
of the same concepts that are shown in the slides. 
People can use this as a reference guide, coming 
back to it to reinforce, expand and refresh their 
knowledge.

Using this Training Manual
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The 8-Step Method©

The 8-Step Method is the foundation of PPI team 
project work. Employees are formed into teams to 
tackle important problems for the organisation. 
They use the 8-Step Method to structure their 
efforts, as this is the most effective and efficient 
way to solve problems. There are other methods 
out there, some with 5 steps or 7 steps, but PPI 
uses 8 steps. Teams must follow all of the 8 steps 
and there is no need to add any other steps.

The Origins of PPI
The origins of PPI date back to the period when 
Captain Ed Zunich assumed control of a very 
large US Navy training base, in 1989. That base 
was responsible for training all ranks (up to 
and including Admirals) and in all disciplines 
required to run the navy fleet. This included radar 
operators, aircraft controllers, missile specialists. 
Ed was then put in charge of the Total Quality 
Leadership programme for the Atlantic fleet 
(250,000 people) and this gave him the unique 
opportunity to meet and work with everybody 
who was somebody in the quality area. 

Ed had been interested in effective training 
methods since his assignment to US Navy 
headquarters back in the 1970’s. He had the job 
of allocating instructors to the various training 
facilities around the world. He observed that 
officers who were good at their jobs did not 
always make effective teachers. Structure, 
discipline and communication skills were all 
important. His exposure to the very best people 
working in quality improvement (Deming, 
Kaplan and Norton, Tony Alessandro, Heero 
Hacquebord, Bill Scherkenback among others) 
was supplemented with an insight into many 
alternative improvement programmes though 
serving as an auditor on the Malcolm Baldridge 
National Quality Board and from serving on 
the Conference Quality Council as the Federal 
Government representative.

The PPI Programme
Ed was keen to understand which training 
methods worked and what improvement tools 
and techniques were the most effective. He 
studied adult learning. He spoke to the quality 
gurus. He read widely. And he reflected back 
on his own experiences. The result was the PPI 
programme and the 8-Step Method, which were 
built on the Scientific Method (Plan Do Study 
Act), with solutions coming from analysis of the 
data. This was tested first in the mid-1990’s.

The first large company to apply PPI was Thermo 
Electron (as it was, now Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
A pilot was run at the San Jose site in California 
back in 2002. The success of the initial projects 
convinced the leadership to implement PPI across 
the entire organisation. That company have now 
trained about half of their 40,000 employees 
and run thousands and thousands of projects 
across the main 200 or so sites worldwide. The 
experience of PPI within Thermo Fisher Scientific 
has encouraged many other organisations to 
adopt this simple, team based problem solving 
method.

Do Not Tamper
PPI has been implemented successfully across 
a wide range of industries and has been shown 
to work in all disciplines (all work is a process). 
The simplicity of the methodology is built 
upon a profound understanding of what makes 
improvement successful and sustainable. Just as 
it is not necessary to understand the workings 
of the internal combustion engine in order to 
drive a car, it is not necessary for the teams to 
understand all of the theory that underpins PPI. 
However, all of the parts have been applied to 
PPI for a reason. Do not try to take any short cuts 
by missing things out or, alternatively, add more 
complex methods; this risks the success of the 
people involved, the projects and the overall PPI 
programme.
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PPI 8-Step Method

Foundation of PPI
Based on the Scientific Method (PDSA)
Provide a structure for problem solving
Solutions are based on data
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Why PPI?
Every organisation that is at the top of their 
particular niche will have some form of 
improvement programme. These range in terms 
of ease of implementation and effectiveness. It is 
really important for any organisation, that wants 
to implement such a programme selects the best 
one for their needs.
Continuous improvement using PPI is not 
random, rather it is solving problems using a 
structured, disciplined, yet simple programme. 
Considering that 80% of all issues within 
organisations can be resolved with a simple 
problem solving method, most organisations 
should start with this type of simple programme 
and find that the application of PPI ranges from 
the simple to complex, obviating the need for any 
other programme.

Practical Process Improvement (PPI) 8-Step 
Method is probably the best simple problem 
solving programme available.

The Purpose
Everyone needs to know why before knowing 
how. Therefore, every PPI training session, 
coaching review or meeting will have a purpose 
stated at the start. This encompasses the reason 
why they are there, how they will do it and what 
they should expect as the outcome.
In terms of PPI training, the teams will learn the 
PPI methodology in a safe learning environment 
while completing a team project. The cycle 
of learning, practicing and then applying the 
methods and skills immediately in their projects 
is much more effective way of retaining the new 
information, knowledge and skills. The aim is to 
learn how to solve a problem using PPI and be 
able to apply the tools and methods to subsequent 
problems without any extra training or coaching.

Selecting an Improvement Programme
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Mission & Deliverable

Critical to define the purpose
May have seen some of this before
A learning environment is safe
You can practice and make mistakes
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Title Date Day Time Room Content 

PPI Day 1     PPI Overview, Process 
and Quality Improvement 
and Conducting a Project 

PPI Day 2     Tools and Methods 

PPI Day 3     Data Analysis (SPC) 

PPI Day 4     Team Coaching 

PPI Day 5     Team Coaching 

PPI Day 6     Team Coaching 

PPI Day 7     PPI Project Presentation 
Dry Run 

PPI Day 8     Report Out to 
Stakeholders 
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Defined Schedule

PPI projects have a beginning and an end
Projects start on PPI Day 1
Learn something, use it immediately
Project may not be completed by Report Out
Team work is finished when solutions tested 
and implementation plan is developed
Project is complete when solutions are 
implemented and the improvement is 
sustained (normally 6 months)

Introduction  PPI 8020
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PPI Roles Who is this? Key Points
Programme Champion Usually the senior leader on site, 

owns the vision and strategy of 
the organisation

Responsible for the overall 
success of PPI on site
Chair of the Steering Committee

Steering Committee Leadership (Heads of functions) 
who are best placed to identify 
the biggest problems

Develop the Enterprise Aim and 
identify shortfalls from which 
projects are prioritised and 
allocated to teams
Programme and resource 
management

Process Champion Managers who own the process 
being worked on by a team (can 
make change happen)
Usually the manager of the area 
where the team is working

Responsible for the success of 
the team
Take full responsibility for the 
project after Report Out

Process Manager High potential individuals who 
teach and coach the PPI tools 
and methods
Become experts in continuous 
improvement

Lead the teams from Day 1 
through to Report Out
One Process Manager should be 
on the Steering Committee

Facilitator Guides the team through the 
8-step method

Focus on process, not content
Keep the teams moving, help 
with team dynamics
Only role which is voluntary

Team Leader Member of the team who 
organises meetings, tasks etc.

Focus on project content
Need not be the most senior on 
the team

Team Member Most team members work in the 
process where the problem is

People doing the work (not 
supervisors or managers)
Need to be given time to do the 
project

PPI Co-ordinator Coordinates the PPI programme 
and projects

Owns project schedules, tracks 
benefits, collates potential 
projects
Steering Committee member

PPI Administrator Runs the administration of the 
programme and projects

Books meeting rooms, orders 
training manuals and supplies, 
arranges coffees/lunches
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PPI Roles

Process Champion owns the process being 
worked on
Responsible for the project success
Process Manager teaches and coaches
Facilitator acts as a guide to the 8-Step 
Method
Team Leader organises the meetings, tasks, 
project content
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Ground Rules
Participate and Ask Questions
Involve Everyone is a key principle of PPI. You will get much more out of the training, coaching or 
team meeting if you make the effort to get involved in the discussion. This is also important for helping 
everyone to learn; a discussion is much more effective than one person speaking (or lecturing) to 
understand, develop and embed the key points of improvement. Finally, if you are not clear about 
something, there are probably several others in the same position. Asking questions helps everyone.

Do not Interrupt
Please let the person finish what they are saying before making your point.

Do Not Dominate
Give everyone equal airtime. Try not to do all the talking, ask all the questions or even do all the work. 
PPI is a team improvement effort, so let everyone contribute.

Attack the Problem, not the Person
This is really important. Too often we look for someone to blame when things go wrong, it has to be 
someone’s fault. However, everyone wants to do a good job and do not make mistakes deliberately. They 
are just following the process. To make improvements we need to change the process, not blame the 
people.

Record Ideas Accurately
If everyone can see the same thing, they develop a common understanding and are able to act as a 
team. Therefore, ensure that everything is written up on flip-charts or posted on the wall. The computer 
has been described as the “best hiding place for information” so use it sparingly in a team situation.

3 Knock Rule
If the team is going off track in the discussion or getting into too much detail, simply knock on the table 
three times to bring them back on course.

100 Mile Rule
It has to be something really important to distract you from the meeting, training or discussion. Things 
that you would, metaphorically, walk one hundred miles to do. Otherwise, keep your attention focussed 
on the job at hand.

Use the Parking Space
Often ideas come up that you do not want to lose, but to tackle them at that moment would deflect 
from the main discussion. Use the Parking Space to capture them; i.e. get the person to write the idea, 
comment or question on a Post-it note and stick that up one the wall or flip-chart. Try to clear the Park-
ing Space at the end of the meeting and only carry forward those items that cannot be resolved.

Be on Time
If one or two people are late, this wastes everyone else’s time. Things have to be repeated for them when 
they arrive, disrupting the agenda.

Have Fun
The PPI teaching methods are based on the latest understanding of adult learning. And one of the key 
principles is that everyone learns much better when they are enjoying what they are doing.
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Ground Rules

Help us work together as a team
Provide order and discipline to meetings
Go through at the start of each meeting
This is the job of the Facilitator
Can add new rules (but not ignore any)
Should also be applied outside of PPI
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Problem Statements
A good problem statement always translates into 
a good project, therefore, it is important to un-
derstand what makes a good problem statement 
and how to avoid some of the common pitfalls.

Well Crafted Statements
Here are some examples of problem statements, 
starting with some good ones…

Currently, the rate of call transfer is too high
Currently, the recruitment process takes too 
long
Currently, the number of errors is too high
Currently, the order entry cycle time is too long
Currently, scrap due to expiring dates on lot 
codes is too high
Currently, delivery times are too variable
Currently, the month end close process takes 
too long
Currently, there are too many meetings
Currently, there is not enough space in the     
warehouse
Currently, failure demand in the system is too 
high

Poor Problem Statements
And here are some bad problem statements, with 
a brief explanation as to why they are not suitable 
to give to a team…

Currently, the annual budgeting process takes too 
long

Too long between data points
Currently, we have too much inventory

Too big
Break it up: obsolete inventory, MRB 
inventory, finished goods inventory, etc.

Currently, the manufacturing cycle time for the 
ACME product line (500 products) is too long

Too big
Select a small family of products
The PPI team’s results may (or may not) be 
able to be applied to all products later

Currently, there is no financial planning process 
in place, so there is no forecast available

Embedded solution
The complaints process is manual, time 
consuming, hard to get data out of, and 
inconsistent between departments

Embedded solution
Currently, a large majority of our suppliers are not 
under any type of formal purchasing agreement/
contract

Just do it (not a PPI project)
Currently, the customer returns policy is outdated 
and not followed

Leadership responsibility
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Problem Statements

One single problem
No known solution
Keep statement as concise as possible
No embedded solutions
Not policy or strategy
Small enough to be solved in 10 weeks
Generates enough data in 10 weeks


